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Resilience	


: the ability of something to return to its original shape 
after it has been pulled, stretched, pressed, bent, etc.	


	

: the ability to become strong, healthy, or successful 

again after something bad happens	

	




Mental Resilience	


: the ability of something to return to its original shape 
after it has been pulled, stretched, pressed, bent, etc.	


	

: the ability to become strong, healthy, or successful 

again after something bad happens	

	


Dr. Nerida Wilson	




“Twice in my life I have spent two 
weary and scientifically profitless 
years seeking evidence to 
corroborate dearly loved 
hypotheses that later proved to 
be groundless; times such as 
these are hard for scientists – 
days of leaden gray skies bringing 
with them a miserable sense of 
oppression and inadequacy.”	


Why do we need mental resilience?	




Science is hard	


“Twice in my life I have spent two 
weary and scientifically profitless 
years seeking evidence to 
corroborate dearly loved 
hypotheses that later proved to 
be groundless; times such as 
these are hard for scientists – 
days of leaden gray skies bringing 
with them a miserable sense of 
oppression and inadequacy.”	




Schwartz 2008 







Inger Mewburn @thesiswhisperer 

“…negative or unkind people were seen as less likeable but 
 more intelligent, competent, and expert than those who 
 expressed the same messages in gentler ways” 



Inger Mewburn @thesiswhisperer 

“…negative or unkind people were seen as less likeable but 
 more intelligent, competent, and expert than those who 
 expressed the same messages in gentler ways” 



Mental Resilience for Grad School	




1. Do what you love	


@labroides 



1. Do what you love	


“Research is formalized curiosity” 	

	
         – Zora Neale Hurston	




and work with nice people while 
you’re doing it	


Because life’s too short to work with bullies, jerks, or ego-maniacs	


1. Do what you love	




2. Develop a support network	


Most important support network is your family: 	

choose a partner who will support your career!	




2. Develop a support network	

of real friends who are at the same stage as you	


and who understand what you’re going through	




2. Develop a support network	




2. Develop a support network���
Build a relationship with a mentor	


§  encourage you, make key introductions, 
and teach by example;	


§  ‘Excel and you will get a mentor’: 
mentors select protégés based on 
performance and potential.               
Be excellent, be prepared;	


§  Mentors continue to invest when 
mentees use their time well and are 
truly open to feedback	


§  Follow up	




3. Be the best scientist you can be	

Know your stuff	




3. Be the best scientist you can be	

Know your stuff	


	

Focus on scientific discovery	






Embrace the creativity in science 	

“The mere formulation of a problem is far more often 
essential than its solution, which may be merely a 
matter of mathematical or experimental skills.  To 
raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard old 
problems from a new angle requires creative 
imagination and marks real advances in science.”       
-Einstein	




Give yourself time to think	


Loehle 1990 A Guide to Increased Creativity in Research – 
inspiration or perspiration?	


	




3. Be the best scientist you can be	

Know your stuff	


	

Focus on scientific discovery	


by accepting ‘stupidity’, embracing creativity, giving yourself time to think	

keeping an open mind	




3. Be the best scientist you can be	

Know your stuff	


	

Focus on scientific discovery	


by accepting ‘stupidity’, embracing creativity, giving yourself time to think      
keeping an open mind	


	

Be persistent	


even the best scientists are routinely rejected	

	




•  Authorship: discuss it early, be clear about expectations, keep 
lines of communication open	


Publish well	

•  Resist temptation for M.P.U.	

•  It’s much better to produce                                                

high quality research that will stand the test of time	

•  Respect from peers (and those higher up) isn’t earned by # of 

publications, but rather by depth of ideas and quality of work	
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Articles published in peer-reviewed journals are the
medium by which scientists present their findings to

the scholarly community. The quality and quantity of publi-
cations are essential components for building careers, fund-
ing projects, and generating a sense of accomplishment and
self-worth (Lindsey 1980). The past five decades have seen a
proliferation of scientific subdisciplines, an increase in the
number of researchers and collaborative manuscripts, and a
corresponding increase in multi-authored articles (Regalado
1995; Cronin 2001). Multiple authorship is an increasing
trend that has now become the norm, but there remains a
paucity of useful and definitive guidelines to aid researchers
in addressing authorship issues (Rennie et al. 1997; Klein
and Moser-Veillon 1999). Although several journals (eg The
Lancet, Journal of the American Medical Association, and
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United

States of America) have adopted clearly defined guidelines
that specify criteria for authorship and communicate that
information to the readers, most journals have only vague or
non-existent guidelines (Rennie et al. 2000).

In the absence of standardized definitions or guidelines on
authorship (eg criteria for author inclusion or order), scien-
tists employ a variety of personal criteria that are unknown
to readers and that probably differ from criteria employed by
other authors, even for articles in the same journal. For
example, individual authors, laboratory groups, or even sub-
disciplines may determine byline composition and order
based on arbitrary or idiosyncratic traditions, customs, or
habits. As such, the order in which authors are listed com-
municates little information about the importance of the
contribution of each individual, since a wide variety of
undisclosed methods are used to assign order (Rennie et al.
2000). This can create an environment in which credit,
accountability, and responsibility for research are neither
personally accepted nor publicly acknowledged (Zuckerman
1968). A lack of communication about authorship may
engender interpersonal issues and ethical dilemmas if unde-
serving individuals are included as authors, or if contributing
researchers are not included (Rennie and Flanagin 1994;
Rennie et al. 1997). The purpose of this article is to discuss
potential approaches to deciding who should be included in
the authorship byline, and in what order. We recommend
improved communication among authors during the writing
process, and outline an approach used by other science disci-
plines, wherein authors publish their contributions to a
manuscript in a separate byline (eg Panel 1).

! Authorship trends in ecology

Ecologists are in a particularly challenging situation
when dealing with authorship, since our discipline has

CONCEPTS AND QUESTIONS

Authorship in ecology: attribution,
accountability, and responsibility
Jake F Weltzin1*, R Travis Belote2, Leigh T Williams1, Jason K Keller3, and E Cayenne Engel1

Quality and quantity of publications are among the most important measures determining the success of
ecologists. The past 50 years have seen a steady rise in the number of researchers and collaborative manu-
scripts, and a corresponding increase in multi-authored articles. Despite these increases, there remains a
shortage of useful and definitive guidelines to aid ecologists in addressing authorship issues, leading to a lack
of consistency in what the term “author” really means. Deciding where to draw the line between those who
have earned authorship and those who are more appropriately credited in the acknowledgments may be one
of the more challenging aspects of authorship. Here, we borrow ideas from other scientific disciplines and
propose a simple solution to help ecologists who are making such decisions. We recommend improving com-
munication between co-authors throughout the research process, and propose that authors publish their con-
tributions to a manuscript in a separate byline.

Front Ecol Environ 2006; 4(8): 435–441

1Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996 *(jweltzin@utk.edu); 2Department
of Biological Sciences, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Blacksburg, VA 20461; 3Smithsonian Environmental
Research Center, Edgewater, MD 21037

In a nutshell:
• Ecology is becoming an increasingly collaborative science, with

researchers from various disciplines involved in ecological
research projects; decisions about authorship of a manuscript
are therefore becoming more difficult 

• The Ecological Society of America’s Code of Ethics provides
only vague guidelines to determine who should be granted
authorship; it is therefore time for ecologists to develop a more
substantial framework for attributing credit to authors

• Here, we propose a byline statement summarizing the contribu-
tion of each author to the research, to be published with the
article (a practice now commonly used in biomedical journals)



3. Be the best scientist you can be	

Know your stuff	


	

Focus on scientific discovery	


by accepting ‘stupidity’, embracing creativity, giving yourself time to think	

keeping an open ming	


	

Be persistent	


even the best scientists are routinely rejected	

	


Publish well	

	


Guard your integrity	

	




4. Treat your time as the precious commodity that it is	


Figure out what the ‘big rocks’ are in your life	


Don’t confuse ‘fixed times’ with importance	




Learn to say no.	

Recognize the opportunity cost of each commitment	


	

	


4. Treat your time as the precious commodity that it is	


Figure out what the ‘big rocks’ are in your life	




Learn to say no.	

Recognize the opportunity cost of each commitment	


	

Develop good work habits	


	


4. Treat your time as the precious commodity that it is	


Figure out what the ‘big rocks’ are in your life	




Develop good work habits	




Develop good work habits	


Dr Inger Mewburn	

Director of research training, ANU; Part of the Research Bites program	




Learn to say no.	

Recognize the opportunity cost of each commitment	


	

Develop good work habits	


Set short-and long-term goals, Prioritize, Track your time, Turn off the internet	

	


4. Treat your time as the precious commodity that it is	


Figure out what the ‘big rocks’ are in your life	




Develop good work habits: ���
Write regularly	


“Boice found that junior professors 
who developed regular writing habits, 
avoided procrastination, balanced 
teaching with other work activities, and 
sought help from colleagues early 
ended up publishing much more, 
received better teaching evaluations, 
and were much happier than their 
stressed-out peers.” 



Develop good work habits: ���
Write regularly	


Rick Reis, Tomorrow’s Professor	




Learn to say no.	

Recognize the opportunity cost of each commitment	


	

Develop good work habits	


Set short-and long-term goals, Prioritize, Track your time, Turn off the internet	

	


Write regularly	

	


Invest in your own professional development	

	


4. Treat your time as the precious commodity that it is	


Figure out what the ‘big rocks’ are in your life	




5. It’s not all about you(!)	




Do unto others as you would have done to you	


•  Be the best colleague, mentor, teacher, 
collaborator you can be	




Recognize that gender and racial bias is still a significant problem 	


http://www.nytimes.com	




Recognize that gender and racial bias is still a significant problem 	


PNAS 2012	


Gender schemas / mental models	


Gender Equity Project	


It really is a mountain out of a molehill:	




Invest time in helping to level the playing field	

Why? 	

§  It’s the right thing to do	

§  You should want the best 

person on “your 
team” (either as your 
colleague, or student etc.)	


How? 	

§  Become informed	

§  Stand up for what's right. 

Be vocal. Is everyone 
being treated fairly? 	
 www.genderbiasbingo.com/index.html    	


Gender Equity Project: www.hunter.cuny.edu/genderequity/	




Share your science and your love of science���
the moral imperative to communicate science to the public	




6. Go forth and be happy!	




Create a ‘feelgood’ email folder	


http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/2013/07/21…	




Celebrate Successes Big and Small	




You Can Do It	


The superwoman 
myth 	

-Isabelle Côté, SFU	




Recognize that no one – man or 
woman – has ever ‘had it all’���

	

There simply are not enough hours in the day	




Be the Best Whole Person You Can Be	


-Radhika Nagpal, Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences	




Have fun and maintain your sense of humour	

“If I’m not having fun, I will quit and do 
something else. There are lots of ways to 
live a meaningful life.….at all levels of 
academia, almost regardless of field and 
university, we are suffering from a similar 
myth: that this profession demands – even 
deserves – unmitigated dedication at the 
expense of self and family.  This myth is 
more than about tenure-track, it is the 
very myth of being a “real” scholar. By my 
confession, I hope to at least make some 
chinks in the armor of that myth.”	


-Radhika Nagpal, 	

Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences	




Baum Lab @ Uvic 
Applied Ecology for Impacted Oceans 	

baumlab.weebly.com 
facebook.com/BaumLab 
@BaumLab	

	


ecology@uvic 
http://web.uvic.ca/~ecol/index.html	
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